As the home of America’s first president, Mount Vernon bears an almost mythical status that continues to draw visitors from around the world. Mount Vernon is more than just a built biography of George Washington, however; it also represents a remarkable and important chapter in the annals of historic preservation.

The exhibition Saving Mount Vernon: The Birth of Preservation in America, co-organized by the National Building Museum and the Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association, documents the ambitious and ultimately successful effort to purchase, stabilize, and gradually restore the house and grounds. The exhibition is open at the Museum through September 21, 2003.

This issue of Blueprints includes several items inspired by the Mount Vernon exhibition. In the following article, William Seale provides an overview of the house’s history and changing meaning over time. Mr. Seale is an independent historian with expertise in architectural preservation and restoration. He is the author of The White House: History of an American Idea and Temples of Democracy: The State Capitols of the USA.

Saving Mount Vernon: The Birth of Preservation in America is made possible by Ford Motor Company, which marks its Centennial in 2003.
The author and the Museum thank Barbara McMillen and Donna Bonner for their assistance with this article.

FEATURE

Our American fascination with the dwellings of the famous, if not exactly unique, is close to being so. Jefferson is not as easy to imagine without Monticello. Jackson without the Hermitage; even to an extent Elvis without Graceland. Sometimes called “biographical houses,” these are more than sites, such as that of Mount Vernon in Alexandria, where a reproduction now stands, or John Hancock’s in Boston, which has been gone since the Civil War began. They are places that survive, are filled with things known to the former owners, and hold for us some mystical connection with the persons who lived there.

Mount Vernon was the first. By the later 1830s, Mount Vernon’s “Mount Vernon” was a familiar place name in the American lexicon. After his death, literally in the final days of the 18th century, his house came to represent him—the closest relic to the reality of the man. William R. Birch made a drawing of the mansion in 1801, which became the basis for many other representations of Mount Vernon, both in prints and on chewing gum. Along with published illustrations of the house, versions of the image were hand-worked in silk threads by successive generations of schoolgirls.

When transportation to the national capital grew more convenient in the decade following the War of 1812, Mount Vernon became a regular destination for the educated visitor to the city of Washington. By steamboat, the trip could be made in one day, from the Navy Yard and back, or planned even as an interesting two-day excursion.

The old house has always had its powerful appeal. Even the dependably critical architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe, visiting there fresh from England while Washington was still alive, gave it good marks. Washington had created his house, adding various parts to the nucleus of a story-and-a-half cottage built by his father. Lee and Robert Dalzell describe the genesis of the house in George Washington’s Mount Vernon (1900), a fascinating account of improvements over 30 years that led to the house we know. The very development of the architecture of Mount Vernon reflects the character of the man. Lee and Robert Dalzell describe the genius of Washington, the builder who believed in achieving his ideas in a short time. Already by the time of his presidency, Washington’s “Mount Vernon” was a familiar name in the American lexicon.

Something happened to Mount Vernon over the period of the war and it emerged a different place. Always connected to the biography of Washington and his achievements, Mount Vernon came to seem a physical link between the new nationalism and the Founding Fathers. As the war created for Americans an emotional sense of Union, so George Washington now became a part of that passion, a new ideal of nationhood entirely different from what had gone before. The place that was the Washington Monument in those days was no rival to Mount Vernon. From the war on, the image of the house and its colonnade symbolized George Washington and, to an extent, America itself.

The ladies of Mount Vernon now held not just a hero’s house but a place of extreme, indeed almost sacred, national importance. They listened to the best advice of architects and businesspeople (one idea was to replace it with a copy made of marble), but stood fast in Miss Cunningham’s original directive that Mount Vernon remain as Washington had left it.

The iconography of Washington and Mount Vernon became vast. As the 20th century dawned, the image of the house and the man entered commercial endorsement, appearing on jars of preserved apples, starch bottles, soap boxes, and every other sort of product. Washington’s portrait came to be a familiar feature of every American schoolroom until probably the 1960s, when it seemed inappropriate to the slick new “modern” school buildings and, with the Ten Commandments, went into storage. Mount Vernon became a much more than a part of American iconography as the White House, which has only superseded it through television andware. The idea of the man of affairs leaving the rough and tumble of public life to spend his last years in the peaceful pleasures of farming was a concept Washington exemplified, like the Roman statesman before him, Cincinnatus, who bent his sword into a plow. The agrarian ideal, which is by no means lost to Americans today, was in its full glory in the mid-19th century, and growing levels of wealth and urban dwellers to build country retreats that suggested agricultural estates even though they did not depend upon the produce of the land to survive. Mount Vernon fit well into the ideal, but its true power came from its history as the home of Washington. Among the hosts of visitors who journeyed there were distinguished guests and foreigners. In 1859, for example, George Washington was the first. By the later 1830s, Washington’s “Mount Vernon” was a familiar place name in the American lexicon. After his death, literally in the final days of the 18th century, his house came to represent him—the closest relic to the reality of the man. William R. Birch made a drawing of the mansion in 1801, which became the basis for many other representations of Mount Vernon, both in prints and on chewing gum. Along with published illustrations of the house, versions of the image were hand-worked in silk threads by successive generations of schoolgirls.

When transportation to the national capital grew more convenient in the decade following the War of 1812, Mount Vernon became a regular destination for the educated visitor to the city of Washington. By steamboat, the trip could be made in one day, from the Navy Yard and back, or planned even as an interesting two-day excursion.

The old house has always had its powerful appeal. Even the dependably critical architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe, visiting there fresh from England while Washington was still alive, gave it good marks. Washington had created his house, adding various parts to the nucleus of a story-and-a-half cottage built by his father. Lee and Robert Dalzell describe the genesis of the house in George Washington’s Mount Vernon (1900), a fascinating account of improvements over 30 years that led to the house we know. The very development of the architecture of Mount Vernon reflects the character of the man. Lee and Robert Dalzell describe the genius of Washington, the builder who believed in achieving his ideas in a short time. Already by the time of his presidency, Washington’s “Mount Vernon” was a familiar name in the American lexicon.

Something happened to Mount Vernon over the period of the war and it emerged a different place. Always connected to the biography of Washington and his achievements, Mount Vernon came to seem a physical link between the new nationalism and the Founding Fathers. As the war created for Americans an emotional sense of Union, so George Washington now became a part of that passion, a new ideal of nationhood entirely different from what had gone before. The place that was the Washington Monument in those days was no rival to Mount Vernon. From the war on, the image of the house and its colonnade symbolized George Washington and, to an extent, America itself.

The ladies of Mount Vernon now held not just a hero’s house but a place of extreme, indeed almost sacred, national importance. They listened to the best advice of architects and businesspeople (one idea was to replace it with a copy made of marble), but stood fast in Miss Cunningham’s original directive that Mount Vernon remain as Washington had left it.

The iconography of Washington and Mount Vernon became vast. As the 20th century dawned, the image of the house and the man entered commercial endorsement, appearing on jars of preserved apples, starch bottles, soap boxes, and every other sort of product. Washington’s portrait came to be a familiar feature of every American schoolroom until probably the 1960s, when it seemed inappropriate to the slick new “modern” school buildings and, with the Ten Commandments, went into storage. Mount Vernon became a much more than a part of American iconography as the White House, which has only superseded it through television and ware.
In a 1923 story, the historical novelist Kenneth Roberts told of a fictional antiques picker who discovered a treasure trove of old furniture and household goods in the Whipplefish House, a 18th-century dwelling undisturbed and unemptied since its first construction. In a series of visits, the antiquarian gradually relieved the elderly resident of all of his heirlooms in return for increasing quantities of gin. On his final foray, he bought the house’s structural beams, and as he drove away the Whipplefish House (a play on the name of one of New England’s most famous colonial houses) collapsed into its cellar. Shortly thereafter, a wealthy tourist bought the ruins to restore the old house “to the exact state in which it was before its collapse.”

The sense of reverse priorities conveyed in Roberts’ story aptly represents the relationship between architectural history and historic preservation in the formative years of the 19th and early 20th centuries. The buildings that comprise the canon of the architectural-history literature and the images that we may remember from textbooks and lectures often owe as much to the accidents of survival or to preservation for non-architectural purposes as they do to historical research and analysis. This is particularly true of the architecture of pre-Revolutionary America. Houses and public buildings that were saved for patriotic or filiopietistic— that is, relating to an extreme reverence for one’s ancestors— reasons were “restored” before much systematic historical research had been undertaken. In their restored forms, they then guided subsequent research and restoration.

Early architectural history in America was shaped by the aesthetic ideas of the 18th century and the stirrings of patriotic sentiment. The link between the two was the 18th-century idea of associationism, a claim that each place or era had a characteristic visual expression and that people could learn to associate visual forms with the characteristics of the societies or eras that had first produced them. Visits to ancient sites, wrote one 18th-century commentator, were wonderful ways to understand history, “for ruins . . . teach it far better than books.”

Mount Vernon has been faithfully restored to replicate as closely as possible its condition during Washington’s lifetime. In many cases, however, preserved landmarks can yield misleading or incomplete impressions of the eras and people they ostensibly represent. This article examines the ways in which the politics and processes of historic preservation influence our attitudes about, and understanding of, architectural history.

Dell Upton is currently the Harrison Professor of Architectural History and Historical Archaeology at the University of Virginia. He has written five books and numerous articles on American architectural history, earning him the Society of Architectural Historians’ Alice Davis Hitchcock Award, among other honors.
better than books, in that they affect the mind through the imagination and by sentiment.”

This Enlightenment-based belief in the embodiment of cultural history in artifacts inspired the earliest attention to American architecture. Historical societies and organizations were formed in most of the former eastern seaboard colonies early in the national period—Massachusetts’ historical society was founded in 1791, New York’s in 1804, and Pennsylvania’s in 1825. All took it upon themselves to rescue those relics whose owners were willing in this way (in the words of the diarist William Bentley) “honourably to dispose of . . . what they feared to destroy and dared not disgrace.” Among these items were architectural fragments. The Rhode Island Island Historical Society, for example, acquired a casement window from Newport’s 17th-century Goddington House in 1842, having failed to preserve the entire house eight years earlier.

During the same era, antiquaries, architectural historians and journalists also began to explore, record, and collect the architectural remains of pre-Revolutionary America. The pages of the New-York Mirror in the 1820s and 1830s were filled with stories of the architectural remnants of 17th- and 18th-century New York. The building architect Alexander Jackson Davis contributed a series of images and short histories of the city’s remaining Dutch urban houses, nearly all published as the buildings were about to be demolished. In Philadelphia the pioneering historian John Fanning Watson collected oral and physical information about the city’s early architecture and often asked informants to draw vanished buildings and streetscapes. Fanning Watson’s work inspired the earliest attention to American architecture. Historical societies and organizations of American building technology and domestic life that would otherwise be unavailable.

Despite these efforts, the buildings that have entered standard American architectural histories have been those that preservationists did manage to rescue. The vagaries of the preservation process have affected the historiography. For example, a sense of New England’s peculiar mission and of the importance of the first Puritans led the parishioners of the First Parish Church of Hingham, Massachusetts, in 1792 to rescind an earlier decision to demolish their 1661 meeting house. As a result, the “Old Ship” survives as our only example of a 17th-century Puritan religious structure, and it has appeared in countless surveys of American architecture as a “typical” meeting house. Its singularity has assured its iconic status even though modern research emphasizes the variety of forms assumed by the houses of local elites, they are larger and better built than most of the houses in the region were. Nevertheless, these buildings most vividly represent early New England for most students and indeed for most architectural historians.

The result of all this was a kind of circular reasoning: buildings preserved and usually restored before much research was done became the touchstones that guided subsequent research. This was most evident in the historiography of the early South. Only a handful of large brick houses survive from 17th-century Virginia and Maryland—Bacon’s Castle (1665) in Surry County, Virginia, is the most notable—while many other 18th-century houses, such as Virginia Beach’s Adam Thoroughgood House, were erroneously attributed to the 17th century. In contrast to early New England, the 17th-century South appeared to be a land of genteel planters living in well-appointed brick houses. In part, this perception was a consequence of the disappearance of comparatively grand 17th-century brick buildings in New England (such as Boston’s Peter Sergeant or Province House, whose remains were discovered encased in another building in 1922 and demolished), leaving only New England’s large but plain wooden houses (made to appear plainer than they originally were) by the drab black stain inevitably applied by restoratists) as points of contrast. More important, archaeology since the 1970s has revealed that the houses (and many of the public buildings) of the vast majority of 17th-century southerners were tiny, badly built structures that lacked even elementary foundations, and that they therefore disappeared quickly and completely. The review of archaeological reports dating back to the early 20th century reveals, in retrospect, that archaeologists had been excavating these kinds of structures for three quarters of a century but, blinded by the examples of the Bacon’s Castles and Thoroughgood Houses, had been unable to understand their significance.

Without the efforts of 19th- and early-20th-century antiquaries many of our most significant architectural monuments would not have survived. Yet because the visible and the tangible are so much more compelling than the written or the imagined, it is important to acknowledge that early preservation and restoration have shaped our understanding of our architectural history in ways that historians and archaeologists have difficulty reworking.
A House for a (Future) President

I
t is virtually impossible to design a house for a future president without being political. Our proposal is shaped around the premise that the president is an African American from the East Side neighborhood of Charleston, South Carolina. The house in this proposal represents his “retreat,” albeit located in what is presently a depressed, inner-city area experiencing gentrification and all the trappings of modern urban life. The essential aspects of the proposal—the selected site and the integration of the house into the neighborhood—have political overtones.

The site for the project stands at an important intersection, and incorporates elements of an installation by African American artist David Hammons created for the 1991 Spoleto Festival. The traditions of the African American community’s use of public space and the nature of social intercourse within this community are profoundly important and play a major role in the conceptualization of the house.

The project calls for a new “living room,” a transparent building that serves as the primary public space of the president’s house. Associated program elements, such as Secret Service facilities, press facilities, guest quarters, etc., are located in other, renovated houses dispersed among the regular, private houses in the surrounding neighborhood.

Although security remains paramount in the consideration of the president’s house, in this case the neighborhood itself provides that security. It derives from the relationship between neighborhood and native son, at once self-regulating and reaffirming.

This idealized circumstance about the relationship of the body politic to the heart and soul of the disenfranchised is the raison d’etre for the proposal, with all its hopes and aspirations.

Huff + Gooden Architects, llc is an architecture and urban design firm based in Charleston, South Carolina, which has earned several design awards from The American Institute of Architects. Principals Ray Huff and Mario Gooden have both taught at various architecture schools. 
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This house is conceived as a hypothetical country place for a president to retreat from the demands of office. Architecturally, such a house must achieve a delicate balance, providing a restful retreat while still reflecting the stature of its very distinguished occupant. This paradox mirrors the dual demands often placed on our presidents: to be noble and refined without losing the appreciation and capacity for the simple, the common, and the ordinary. Famous presidential houses of the past, such as Mount Vernon and Monticello, were inspired by European precedents, ultimately yielding a transplanted language that was interpreted through local American traditions in a distinctive, compelling, but sometimes naïve way. In my sketch proposal, I am trying to recall this particular blend of European classicism intermeshed with the anonymous, agrarian, and vernacular forms associated with the American built landscape. The house therefore uses disparate sources of inspiration, such as the multi-faced Greek temple—like the Erechtheion on the Acropolis in Athens—and the well-known profile of the typical American barn. The main body of the house is raised on a masonry plinth to lend greater dignity to what is a relatively informal assembly of simple forms reminiscent of rural vernacular structures.

In domestic environments, windows assume special significance. As the “eyes of the house,” they provide occupants with a direct sensory connection to the outside world, while also suggesting something about the character of the house’s inhabitants to passersby. The careful control of this two-way relationship is a hallmark of the American home. Curtains, shutters, shades, screens, and other devices are among the most noticed elements of a typical house, and their modulation throughout the day or from season to season constitutes an ongoing ritual that reveals much about individual identity and social structures. Yet windows themselves play an important role in how we perceive such vistas. They not only frame views, but also influence, whether subtly or dramatically, our perceptions of light and color. Sometimes, through a combination of transparency and reflectivity, they create hybrid visual compositions, melding inside and out into a single image, like a double exposure on film.

In domestic environments, windows assume special significance. As the “eyes of the house,” they provide occupants with a direct sensory connection to the outside world, while also suggesting something about the character of the house’s inhabitants to passersby. The careful control of this two-way relationship is a hallmark of the American home. Curtains, shutters, shades, screens, and other devices are among the most noticed elements of a typical house, and their modulation throughout the day or from season to season constitutes an ongoing ritual that reveals much about individual identity and social structures.

It seems quite natural that windows have assumed a metaphorical status. As the most prominent points for the transmission of light, air, and sound between a house’s interior and the outdoors, windows are laden with symbolism. An early television owner might have considered the newfangled appliance “a bright new window overlooking the world parade,” to quote an advertisement from 1947, and of course, today the very word “windows” immediately conjures up for most Americans an image of a computer screen. Intriguingly, while actual windows can provide as much of a physical barrier as a solid wall, in metaphorical terms, they are almost always regarded as symbols of hope, openness, and opportunity.

Picture This ends with a prototypical item that suggests a possible future in which the physical and the metaphorical window come together. It is a device that allows a viewer to alternate easily between traditional, transparent glass and a computer screen bearing information or entertainment. It seems that an “eye of the house” just winked.
The idea of architectural photography as a distinct branch of a broader art form is now taken for granted. In the early days of the medium, however, buildings were typically photographed in an uninspired, documentary fashion like most other inanimate objects. The resulting images revealed little about the ineffable qualities of the architecture, such as light and shadow, visual depth, and texture.

In 1929, Ken Hedrich and Henry Blessing founded a photographic studio in Chicago that would revolutionize the ways in which buildings were seen and recorded. The studio’s photographers shot structures from unconventional perspectives, exploiting unusual compositions and dramatic lighting to convey as strikingly as possible the essence of the architect’s design intent. Such innovative techniques endeared the firm to many prominent architects of the mid-20th century, including Frank Lloyd Wright, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, and the Saarinens. Today, the firm of Hedrich Blessing still flourishes, its remarkable longevity attributable to a highly effective apprenticeship program and a succession of talented, prolific photographers.

The National Building Museum’s current exhibition, Building Images: Seventy Years of Photography at Hedrich Blessing, presents 80 of the studio’s most stunning photographs. These images, many of which are part of the Chicago Historical Society’s archives, illustrate how professional architectural photographers have actively shaped the public’s understanding of the built environment. The exhibition is on view until July 27, 2003.

Of Our Time
2002 GSA Design Awards

In 1990, the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) re-instituted its biennial Design Awards program to recognize outstanding federal projects in various categories, including Architecture, Graphic Design, and Workplace Environment. The National Building Museum has regularly exhibited the winning projects from the various installments of the program. This year’s exhibition, Of Our Time: 2002 GSA Design Awards, derives its title from a spirit that pervades many of the winners in the most recent round—the desire to create federal buildings that take full advantage of up-to-date technologies while simultaneously reflecting a sensitivity for local culture and architectural character. For example, the design team for the renovation of the José V. Toledo U.S. Post Office and Courthouse in San Juan, Puerto Rico, successfully integrated two historic buildings from different periods—1914 and 1940—to yield a thoroughly modern facility. In a project honored in the Interior Design category, the adaptive re-use of the Tariff Office and Courthouse in San Juan, Puerto Rico, succeeded in preserving the historical architecture while providing an efficient modern facility.

Among the winners this year was the firm of Morphosis for a design of the Faison Pavilion, part of the National Building Museum complex at the Smithsonian Institution. The Faison Pavilion, which was designed for the renovation of the José V. Toledo U.S. Post Office and Courthouse in San Juan, Puerto Rico, succeeded in preserving the historical architecture while providing an efficient modern facility. The project, which was honored in the Interior Design category,was one of six recipients of the Chrysler Design Award, which has also gone to star architects such as Frank Gehry and information-age gurus like Apple founder Steve Jobs. Consider this for a moment—a bespectacled, bow-tied politician receiving an award normally associated with trendy designers and denim-clad techno-wizards. It is a testament not only to the senator’s support of high-quality design and planning, but also to his intellectual depth and breadth. In fact, it is curiously easy to imagine Senator Moynihan chatting comfortably and animatedly with just about anyone regarding just about anything.

Senator Moynihan was fortunate to have a true partner in life—his wife, Elizabeth. Liz was a member of the National Building Museum’s Board of Trustees from 1995 to 2000, and during that time, she consistently proved that the senator was not the only intelligent and insightful member of the Moynihan household. The trustees and staff of the Museum extend heartfelt sympathies to Liz and her family. We shall all miss Pat Moynihan.
Christopher Dorval is president of Dorval Strategies, a Washington-based firm that provides strategic communications, media relations, and marketing services to commercial and public entities. He is also affiliated with Burton-Martiselle as a senior counselor. Dorval previously served in the White House as director of communications at the National Economic Council and in other capacities. He was appointed by President Clinton as communications director for the National Economic Council and in other capacities, and appointed to the Small Business Advisory Council and in other capacities, and appointed by President Clinton as communications director for the National Economic Council and in other capacities.

The Corin-...
in the later 20th century.
While the reproduction of the house, or versions of it, appeared already in the last quarter of the 19th century in both exterior and interior architecture, it was the 20th century that gave nearly every town of any size a Mount Vernon. Alf Landon had one in Topeka. Delores del Rio had one in Mexico City.
The durability of Washington the hero takes him into mythical realms two centuries after he lived. His house keeps his reality and had it not survived, one can only wonder what bogus splendors it would acquire in our minds’ eyes. It prevails, however, as it really was, and is preserved with all its inconsistencies, oddities, imperfections, and its glory, keeping a very human picture of a man who might otherwise be lost to most of us in the clouds. ¶

EXHIBITION SPONSOR

Andersen Corporation

The National Building Museum thanks Andersen Corporation for supporting a major exhibition on the defining role of windows in the architecture and culture of the American home.

“Andersen Corporation is proud to be the sole sponsor of the National Building Museum’s exhibition Picture This: Windows on the American Home,” states Donald L. Garofalo, chief executive officer of Andersen Corporation. “We are very pleased to have worked with the Museum to bring Picture This to the public. We hope that people will better understand how windows have evolved through technology and design and come away with a better understanding of the past, present, and future of windows.”

Andersen, which celebrates its centennial in 2003, developed and introduced the first factory-made window frames, was the first to make a complete window unit ready for installation, and pioneered the use of vinyl in windows and frames. Three years ago, Andersen started Project Odyssey, an advanced research and development program that looks at how technological, anthropological, environmental, and cultural trends will shape windows in the future.

In late March, more than 200 guests attended the opening preview of Picture This. Senior executives of Andersen Corporation and three generations of the Andersen family participated in the festivities, which included a lecture by the exhibition’s historian and Yale University professor of modern architecture, Sandy Isenstadt. The lecture was followed by a reception in the Museum’s Great Hall.

Picture This is on display at the Museum through August 11, 2003. In late October, a traveling version of the exhibition will open at the Minnesota History Center in St. Paul.